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NOTATION

AW Area of waterplane of one hull

B Breadth 3f one hull

Bc Transverse distance from longitudinal axis of symmetry of catamaran
to longitudinal axis of one hull

B Overall breadth of catamaran

m
BG Vertical distance of center of gravity above center of buoyancy

b Coefficient of the restoring moment

CG Center of gravity

F Exciting moment

g Gravitational acceleration

•4 Transverse metacentric height

I° Moment of inertia of waterplane area of both hulls with respect to
to the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the catamaran

IT Moment of inertia of waterplane area of one hull with respect to its
Tlongitudinal axis

k Transverse gyradius

L Hull length between perpendiculars

m Mass moment of inertia

n Damping coefficient

t Time

V Speed of advance

zA Heave amplitude

C Phase angle

ýA Wave amplitude

ýw Wave height

0A Pitch amplitude

K Wave number = 2n/X

A Wavelength

p Water density

OA Roil amplitude

A Circular frequency

iii



V1  Volume of water displaced by one hu'l

V2 Volume of water displaced by both catamaran hulls
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"ABSTRACT

Simplified methods are discussed for estimating (1) the
pitch and heave of catamarans in head seas based on theory which
has proven successful for conventional single hulled ships, and
(2) the roll of catamarans in beam seas by representing the
small amount of roll as alternate heaving of the two hulls.
Both prediction methods neglect interaction effects between
the two hulls. Computed values of pitch, heave, and roll are
compared with experimental data from model tests of a catamaran
in regular waves. Documentation of the computer program for
predicting the roll of a catamaran in regular and irregular seas
is presented in the appendices.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

This work was performed at Naval Ship Research and Development

Center (NSRDC) primarily under the Naval Ship Systems Command (NAVSHIPS)

Exploratory Development Applied Hydromechanics Program, Subproject SF 35.

421.006, Task 1713. Development of the computer routiae for predicting

roll in beam seas was undertaken as part of a conceptual research feasibi-

lity study of catamaran aircraft carriers and funded from NSRDC in-house

Project 1-H71-001, Task ZF 35.412.002.

INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in catamarans makes it desirable to be able to

predict the motiops of these ships by techniques similar to those which

have been developed for ,nonobulls. Existing computer programs for pre-

dicting the pitch and heave motions of single-hulled ships provide a first

approach for predicting the pitch and heave of catamarans in head seas.

The basic assumption in the present approach is that the hulls are widely

separated, i.e., interaction effects between the two hulls are neglected.

With tlis assamption, it is relatively simple to write a computer program
for estimating the roll motion of a catpinaran in beam seas. Since rolling
of a catamaran takes place with small angles, it can be regarded as alter-

nate heaving of the twe hulls. herefore, parts of the program to compute

pitch and heave can be used for the prediction of roll of a catamaran. In

thi-, report the motions estimated in the manner described above are com-

pared with experimentally obtained data from catamaran Model 5061 which has

been tested at this Center with various hull separations.
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Since the hulls of a catamaran generally have proportions different

from those of a conventional ship hull, the effect of the beam-draft ratio

on the motions in head waves is also examined to some extent.

MOTION PREDICTION METHODS

PITCH AND HEAVE

The pitch and heave motions of conventional ships in head waves at

Froude numbers up to 0.45 have been predicted quite successfully using the
1

Frank Close-Fit Ship-Motion Computer Program YFl7. The regular wave

responses are computed according to an improved version of the Korvin-

Kroukovsky strip theory. An essential part of the program is the compu-

tation of the sectional added mass and damping coefficients by either the

Lewis-form method or the more accurate but time-consuming close-fit method.

The same program (hereafter referred to as YFl1) has been used for the

calculation of catamaran pitch and heave in head seas presented in this

report. The catamaran considered here, Model 5061, has hulls with

asymmetric sections forward of midship; see Figure 1. However, YF17 con-

siders only a single body which is symmetrical about a vertical longi-

tudinal plane. Therefore, in the equations of motion the added mass and

the damping coefficient computed for each section were those for a Lewis

section having the same waterline width, draft, and sectional area as one

hull of the catamaran. These sections are shown in Figure 2. This Lewis-

form method has been used in lieu nr the close-fit method for many con-

ventional ships (except those with large bulbous bows) without significantly

effecting the resultant computed motions. Experience gained with compu-

tation procedures which differ only slightly from those used in YF17, in

combination with Lewis sections, indicates that the agreement between ex-

periment and theory is better for beamy hulls than for rather nairow hulls;

see Joosei? et al.2 and Vassilopoulos and Mandel.3 Catamaran hulls

generally belong to the latter category; those considered in this report

1 References are listed on pagc 33.
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Figure 1 - Hull Lines of Catamaran Model 5061
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Figure 2 - Lewis Sections with the Same Waterline Width, Draft,
and Sectional Area as One Hull of the Catamaran
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have a beam-draft ratio of 1.3. To investigate the effect of the beam-

draft ratio, the computed motions in head waves of the catamaran with the

narrow hulls are compared with the computed motions of a ship that has the

same length, draft, and displacement as the catamaran, and waterline

widths and sectional areas equal to those of both catamaran hulls. The

sections of the conventional ship are given in Figure 3. Because of the

limitations of the prediction method for catamarans, the compared motions

of the two ships cannot be regarded as correct in the quantitative sense,

but only qualitatively.

ROLL

A slight modification of the theory outlined by Wahab4 was used to

develop a computer program for predicting the rolling characteristics of a

catamaran in both regular and irregular seas. Complete documentation for

this program, designated RLAC, is presented in Appendixes A-D.

The theory is based on the assumption that the rolling of a cata-

maran can be represented by alternate heaving of the two hulls without

significant error since the roll angles as well as the roll damping and

added moments of inertia of each hull are small.

In determining the exciting moment in beam waves, it was assumed

that the presence of the ship did not change the pressure distribution in

the t-adisturbed wave. The exciting moment was obtained from the hydro-

static pressure acting on the ship with a correction for the Smith effect.

This approach is known to give reasonable results in head waves, but no

verification has been made for the case of beam waves.

The uncoupled linear equation of motion is

m + n$ + b= Fsinwt (1)

After the starting transient has died out, the solution of this equation is

S= OA sin (,wt + c) (2)

4



Figure 3a - Fcreship

Figure 3b - Aftship

Figure 3 - Lewis Sections with the Same Waterline Width,
Draft, and Sectional Area as Both Catamaran Hulls
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P/V(b -m W 2)2 + n2 (3)

w n
E = atan 2 (4)

mw -b

For regular beam waves the exciting moment F is

F = wPg Aw(-K VI/Aw) sin (K Bc] 2 + BIT - B V1) cos (K Bc)2 (5)

where K -- 2/f.

The coefficient b of the restoring moment may be -alculated by

b = GM pg V2 = (Io/V2 - BG) pg V2  (6)

When the catamaran rolls with amplitude 4A' each hull heaves with amplitude

ýABc in addition to the rolling, Thereforu, the mass moment of inertia is

subdivided as follows:

m =m + m +B 2m (7)c m• c zz

where mc is the transverse moment of inertia of the catamaran itself,

m is the added moment of inertia due to rolling of both hulls, and

m is the added mass due to the heaving motion of both hulls.
2

Since m 0 is small compared to Bc m zz, it is neglected.

The damping coefficient can be subdivided as follows:

2

c zz n (8)

where n 0 is the damping coefficient due to rolling moti.o. of both hulls

and n 2 is the damping coefficient due to heaving moticn of both hulls.zz 2
Since n 0 is small compared to Bc n zz, it is also neglected.

Program RLAC incorporates Subroutines ADMAB and NILS from Program

YF17 for computing the added mass and damping coefficient due to heave. A'

6



with pitch and heave, the Lewis-form sections shown in Figure 2 are used

for the roll computation of the catamaran being studied, and interaction

effects between the two hulls are neglected.

In view of th. aforementioned limitations of the existing theory of

catamaran roll, refinements such as (1) correction for forward speed

effects on the coefficients of the equations of motion and (2) correction

to the exciting moment for added mass and damping forces associated with

the oribital motion of the water particles in the waves have not been

made.

Program RLAC can also be used to predict catamaran roll in irregular

seas. Roll is computed for a range of wave frequencies using an arbitrary

wave steepness (?w/X) of 1/50. The method of linear superposition on the

sea spectrum given by the Pierson-Moskowitz formulation is used for pre-

diction of the roll displacement and accdleration at various sea states.

Calculations for catamaran Model 506' at significant wave heights of 4, 10,

20, and 30 ft are contained in the sample output shown in Appendix C.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND MEASURED DATA

The particulars of catamaran Model 5061 and the dynamic conditions

for which it was tested are given in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. 'n

Figures 6 and 7 the computed heave and pitch motions are compared with

results of experiments in head waves. The dashed curves in the figures

represent the computed motions of a ship with the same length, draft, and

displacement as the catamaran and with waterline widths and sectional areas

equal to those of both of the catamaran hulls. A comparison between

computed and measured roll motions for the catamaran is made in Figure 3.

HEAVE

Theory versus Experiment for the Catamaran

For zero speed and all hull separations, it is seen in Figure 6

that the computed values agreed well with measured iteave except for

X/L = 1.1 where a slight peak was obtained. Trends were maintained for the

remaining speeds. Hoever, measured amplitudes, especially in thc

resonance regior, were significantly lower than predicted for X > L but

7
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Figure 8 - Roll Transfer in Beam Waves for Various Hull
Separations
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was slightly larger tha. predicted for X < L in most cases. It has been

shown 2 ' 3 that the present state-of-the-art calculation procedure yields

poor results even for conventional ships with low beam-draft ratios. It

overestimates the pitch and heave response amplitudes, particulariy at

resonance. Vassilopoulos and Handel3 attribute this to the use of Lewis

sections. The discrepancies found in the present comparison may possibly

also be partly attributed to imperfections in the theory as applied to

catamarans.

Catzmaran versus Conventional Ship

The curves in Figure 6 indicate that a catamaran may be expected to

heave more than a monohull ship with the same length, draft, and displace-

ment. However, since the theory overestimates the motions for low beam-
draft ratio hills, the difference will actually be smaller than the two

computed curves indicate.

PITCH

Theory versus Experiments for the Catamaran

For the two lowest investigated speeds, the experimentally obtained

"pitch shown in Figure 7 had about the same trend as the predictions. For

the two higher speeds, however, there was a distinct difference in the

character of the measured and computed transfer curves; ;his indicates that

the interaction effects between the hulls are most likely not negligible.

To some extent, the difference may also be due to imperfections in the

computation procedure as discussed in the previous section.

Catamaran versus Conventional Ship

The pitch motion of a catamaran may be expected to be large com-

pared to that of a ship with the same length, draft, and displacement, be-

cause of the smaller beam-draft ratio of the cataimaran hulls.

ROLL

The general nature of the roll behavior in Figure 8, i.e., slope

and location of maxima, agreed fairly well with prediction. It is noted

that the computation is primarily %alid for zero speed since no

11



spe-d-dependent terms were included in the equation of motion. However, on

the basis of the experimental data, some functional dependence of roll

damp.",g on hull sepa•.ation, and to a lesser extent on forward speed, is

apparent. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to ref:•ne the equation of notion

but maintain the assumption of no mutual influence beý:*een the hulls.

COANCLUDING REMARKS

it appears that neglecting the interaction effects between the hulls

does not prevent reasonable results when computing roll in beam seas.

Better results may possibly be obtained by including speed-dependent terms

in the ,quation of motin. The pitch aad heave motions in head waves could

not be satisfactorily predicted et the high Froude numbers of 0.25 and 0.38.

The discrepancy may be partly attributed to the unsatisfactory performance

of the calculation procedure for low beam-draft ratio hulls.

The computatiens also showed that bezause of the small beam-draft

ratio of its hulls, the behavior of a catamaran in head waves may be sig-

nificantly worse than the behavior of a ship with the same length, draft,

and displacement.

1
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APPENDIX A

PROCEDURE AND NOTATION USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAM RLAC

BASIC HULL GEOMETRY

* BPL = L Bp = length between perpendiculars of each hull (ft)

* NOS = n = number of stations

ST(K) = Stak = station number (Sta 0 must be at the FP)
(Sta 20 must be at the AP) I(k=l,n s

NM(K) mk number of waterlines at which offsets are giveni

X(K) xk distance of Stak aft of FP (ft) = Stak-LBP/ 2 0

If -k 0

* B(K) = bk = full beam of one hull, at the waterline (ft)

* H(K) = hk = distance from keel to waterline (ft) (k=lnS)

CA(K) = C = area coefficient

AR(K) = Ak = sectional area (ft 2 = CAkbkhk

If mk > 0

SZ(JK) = z ~k = distance above the baseline (ft)

S (zl,k must be at the keel)

(z mkk must be at the waterline (j=lmk

Y(J,K) = Yj,k = half beam of one hull, at zjk (ft)

B(K) = bk = 2-y m,k k(k=lnS)

H(K) =hk =z m,k - zl,k

AR(K) = Ak = 2 jy dz (numerical intergration by
S=Cfthe Simpson rule)

A Ak Ak/(bkhk)

Input values.
Note: The FORTRAN designation for the variables is given in the first

column, and the normal notation in the second column.

13



AM(K) z A.- = kmoment of the area of Stak about the FP (k=l,ns)

MS = = value of k where Stak = lC

EM B = full beam of one hull at amidships (ft) = b

NM = H draft (keel to WL) at amidships (-4) = h

RHO p = water density = 1.9905 lb-sec 2/ft4

G = g = acceleration of gravit*y = 32.174 ft/sec2

VOL1 = V1  = volume of water displaced by one hull (It 3 ) = f A d,

VOL = V2  = volume displaced by both hulls (ft 3) = 2-V 1

TM = M = total mass of the catamaran (lb-sec 2/fIf = pV2

DLBS = A = displacement of catamaran (lb) = p g V2

DTONS = displacement of catamaran (tons) = A/2240

AW = Aw = area of waterplane of one hull (ft 2 ) = b dx

OIP =I = moment of inertia of waterplane area of one hull
with respect to the longitudinal axis of the h, ll

= 2/3 b 3 dx

0

CB = CB block coefficient of one hull = VI/(L *-B-H)

CW = CW= waterplane coefficient of one hull = Awl (LBpB)

BOY = LCB distance of center of buoyancy aft of FP (ft)

- [ L [ L

CBL = LCB/L p

FLC = LCF = distance of center of floatation aft of FP (ft)

- LCB + I (x-LCB) b dx] [A/ w f b x d] /[A]

CFL = LCF/Lep

BL = L/B LBp/B

BT - B/H 14



OTHER SHIP PARAMETERS

SBP = L length between perpendiculars of each hull (ft)

Note: If this length differs from the one used
for the basic hull geometry calculations, all
the basic parameters (V, B, H, etc.) are scaled
by the appropriate linear ratio.

CL = centerline

CG = center of gravity

CB = center of buoyancy

* DK = KD = vertical distance of deck above keel (ft)

* GK = K3 = vertical distance of CG above keel (ft)

* BK = KB = vertical distance of CB above keel (ft)

Gr = GD = distance of deck above CG (ft) = KD - KG

BG B = distance of CG above CB (ft) = KG - KB

GM = metacentric height (ft) = KB + BN - KG = 10 /V2 - BG
YL = B = transverse distance from CL of catamaran to

c CL of onc hull (ft)

YLP = B = transverse distance from CL of catamaran to

outer edge of the deck (ft)

RG = k = transverse gyradius (ft)

01 = I = moment of inertia of the waterplane area of both
o hulls with respect to the longitudinal axis of

2
symmetry of the catamaran = 2 (1T + Bc A )

CRM = coefficient of the restoring moment = GM A

m transverse moment of inertia of the catamaran
c= 

k= 2 P V2

ROLLING MOTIONS IN REGULAR WAVES

H21 / = wave height to length ratio = 1/50

WS = '•A = wave slope = T/S0

Input values.

15



(W MN minimum nondimensional wave frequency,
I 1generally 0.2

* OMAX = (w1•n maximum nondimensional wave frequency,
O/ nF generally 10.0

tDOM = increment of nondimensional frequency,
. generally 0.2

NFR = n number of frequencies = [(OMAX-OMIN)/DOM] + 1

Calculated for each of the nF frequencies:

OMGN ( gUn n-i + A (

OM(N) W wave frequency (rad/sec) = (03 ) /4 4

WL = = wavelength (ft) = 2 7 g/w 2

WLL X/L = ratio of wavelength to ship length

WH2 = W= wave height (ft) = X/50

WH = A= wave amplitude (ft)

** A33(N) a33  added mass due to heave of each hull/(pV1)

** B33(N) = b3 3  = damping coefficient for each hull /(pVI, Yj/L)

m = added mass due to heave of both hulls
zz= a3  OV2

n = damping coefficient due to heave of both

__ hulls = b 3 3 PV2 V/rTL

Input values.

Values of a33 and b 3 3 may be input or calculated in the program. If

calculated by this program, the sections are represented by the Lewis-form
method, and the two-dimensional added mass and damping coefficients are
calculated according to the Grim method by Subroutine ADMAB, which is ab-
stracted from Program YF17, but was initially written by Stevens Institute
of Techrology. If a33 and b33 are input directly, they may be obtained

from Program YF17 which uses either the Lewis-form or the close-fit method
for each section independently, as desired. In either case, the three-
dimensional values are computed according to strip theory by using Sub-
routine NILS (also abstracted from YF17) for computation of the Simpson
weight coefficients.

16
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CM4 m U mass moment of inertia =mc + Bc2 mz2

CN = n = damping coefficient = B n
C ZZ

PWL = K = wave number 27r/X

ANG KBc = 2rBc/A
C C

FBAR = P = exciting moment

Y9 p cAwe sin (KBcd] + [K(IT-_ VI) cos (K Bc]

PHIB = =A roll amplitude (rad) = F /+ n

PHI = - roll amplitude / wave slope
K ýA

RAOR = (ýA response amplitude operator for roll displacement
(rad/ft)2

22

RAOA= A) response amplitude operator for roll acceleration

(rad/ft/sec2) 2

ROLLING MOTIONS IN IRREGULAR WAVES

NSWH nH = number of significant wave heights for
irregular sea computations

H13(M) H 1 significant wave height }
m = average of the highest one-third wave (m=l,n

heights

Calculated for each H 1/3, w combination:

SW(N) = sM() = Pierson-Moskowitz sea spectral formulation

(ft2 sec)

S -B/w 4  2= (A/w)e where A = 0.0081 g and

B = 33.56/(H1 / 3 ) 2

Input values.

17



FROLL(N,M) = (OA/1 A)2 s(w) (rad2 sec)
02/ 2 2 3w

FACC(N,M) = (OAW2/•A2 s(w) (rad /sec )

Calculated for each H1/3:

=2 s(w) dw (rad )E1 2 A A

01/3 = amplitude of significant roll angle (rad) =
1. 41 -

RDEG(M) = 01/3 = amplitude of significant roll angle (deg) =
01/3 " (180/,1)

E = 2 f(A2/A)2 s(w) d (rad2/sec4)

2 f2ý

a1/3 = amplitude of significant rol: acceleration

(rad/sec 2) = 1.41 V2

ADEG(M) = a,/ 3  = amplitude of significant roll acceleration

(deg/sec 2) = a1 / 3 (180/T)
AVG(M) = a = (amplitude of significant vertical roll

V1/ 3  acceleration at outer edge of deck)/(gravi-

tational acceleration) = a1/3 Bd/g

AHG(M) = ahl/ (amplitude of significant horizontal roll
1/3 acceleration on the deck)/(gravitational

acceleration) = 113 GD/g

18



APPENDIX B

FORMAT OF INPUT FOR PROGRAM RLAC

CARD SET 1 (one card)

COLUMNS FORKAT FORTRAN Explanation

2-72 12A6 TITLE Any identification to be printed at the top of
each page of the output

CARD SET 2 (one card)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN ExrF anation

1- 9 F9.3 BPL L = length between perpendiculars of each hull (ft)

10-18 F9.3 OMIN Minimum

19-27 F9.3 OMAX Maximum nondimensional wave frequency:

28-36 F9.3 DOM Increment of)I

37-45 F9.3 CST Linear ratio for converting input dimensions on
Card Sets 3 and 4 to the size ship specified in
Columns 1-9 of this card

04(-54 19 NOS ns = number of stations = number of cards in

Set 3

55-63 19 IAMD Control for added mass (a) and damping
coefficient (b)
If IAMD=O, a and b will be calculated by this
program by using the Lewis-form method for the
sections.
If IAMD=I, values of a and b are input in Set 5.

CARD SET 3 (one card for each station)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1- 9 F9.4 ST(K) Stak = station number

10-18 F9.4 B(K) bk = full beam at the waterline

19-27 F9.4 H(K) hk = distance from keel to waterline omit if
:area I mk

28-36 F9.4 CA(K) C = area coefficient = a

Ak k k

37-45 19 NM(K) mk = number of waterlines for which offsets j
are given in Card Set 4

If values of bk'hk, and CAk are given, then

mk=O.

Note: Cards in Set 3 must be in order of ascending station numbers.
Stations 0 (at FP), 10 (at amidships), and 20 (at AP) must be in-
cluded, together with enough additional stations to define the
sectional area curve. The maximum number of 'qtations i- 30.

19



CARD SET 4 (one subset for each station with mk > 0)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1-72* 8F9.4 Y(J,K) Yj,k (j=lmk) = half beam at zj,k

1-72* 8F9.4 Z(J,K) zj,k (j=l,mk) = distance above the baseline

Note: Values of z must be in ascending order, with zl,k at the keel and
Z mkk at the waterline.

Subsets must be in order of ascending station numbers.
If mk = 0, there will be no cards in the subset.

If mk > 0, there will be 2, 4, or 6 cards in the subset.

CARD SET 5

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1-72* 8F9.4 A33(N) an (n=l,n F) = a'dded mass / (pV)

1-72* 8F9.4 B33(N) b (n=l,n ) = damping coefficient /- ( fV n)

Note: nF = number of wave frequencies = ((OMAX-OMIN)/DOM) + 1

If IAMD=0, there will be no cards in this set.
If IAMD=I, the values of a and b can be obtained from the

n n

columns labeled A33 and B33, respectively, of the output from
Program YF17 which uses either the Lewis-form or the close-fit
method as desired.

CARD SET ( (one card)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1-2 12 NSWH nH = number of significant wave heights for
irregular sea computations _< 4

CA-RD SET, 7 (one cart)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1-36 4F9.4 H13(M) Hl! 3  (m=l,nH) = significant wave height (ft)

CARD SET 8 (one card)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1-2 12 NC n = number of conditions = number of cards in
c Set 9

Y*

Continue on additional cards if necessary.

20



CARD SET 9 (one card for each condition)

COLUMNS FORMAT FORTRAN Explanation

1- 9 F9.4 BP L = length between perpendiculars (ft)

10-18 F9.4 DK KD = distance of deck above keel (ft)

19-27 F9.4 GK KG = distance of CG above keel (ft) at LCB

28-36 F9.4 BK KB = distance of CGB above keel (ft)

37-45 F9.4 YLP Bd = transverse distance from CL of catamaran
to outer edge of deck (ft)

46-54 F9.4 YL B = transverse distance from CL of catamaran to
c CL of one hull (ft)

55-63 F9.4 RG k = transverse gyradius (Zt)

Note: The irregular sea computations are done for the ship length specified
on this card. This L can differ from the value on Card 1 which is
used only for nondimensional computations.
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM RLAC
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APPENDIX D

FORTRAN LISTING OF PROGRAM RLAC
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CCWS'.C'/8L1/TITLE( 12)
Cui.4MUA/eL2/NFR*Ub'LG(50).AcMHC5u)sDMH(50)
DIVENSIOIN IM(30).8(33).H(30).CA( 30).AR(30).ST(30).X(30).AMC30oj

1 83(30) .SHB3(30) ODS(30).y'20.30).Z(20,30).OM(5O).A33(50) .833(50.
2 H13C4).FRCLL(50.4i 2PACC(5094).RDEG(4).AVG()*)AMG(4),SW(4).ADEG(A)
RAO=57*295a
RHC 1.9905
G=32.174
RI4G=RI4*G
Plm3e1415926
P12=2.*PI
Pt2G=P12*G
G811.0081*6 *G

1 READ (5.540) (TITLE(J)*J:-1#12)

READ (5.502) SPL.OM1N*CMAX*DOMvCS1.,NOS*IAMO
READ (5.504) (ST(K) .8(K) .H(K) eCACK) .NM(K) .KI ,NOS)
NUX=NP(l 1)
DO 8 K=2.NCS
IF (ST(K)*%Eo10e) GO TO 5
MS=K

5 IF (NUX*GEoNM(K)) GO TO 8

NUX=NN(K)

8 CONtTINUE
IF (MS*NE.0) GO TO 10
wR ITE(69606)
GO TO I

10 SS=BPL/20.
DO 15 K=1,hos
IF (NV(K)oE.0) GO TO 11
O(K)=B(K )*CS1
NC K)=H K) *CST
AR(K)=CA(K) *e(K) *H( K)
GO TO 13

11 N~ZNM(K)
READ (5.506) (Y(J*K)*J=,*MZ)
READ (5.506) (Z(J*K)oJ=1.NZ)

H(K)=Z(NZ*K)-Z(1 K)
S(K)=2.*Y(NZoK)

AR (K ) 2.*SIiPUN( Z C 1K) ,Y( 1 K) NZ)

BC K)-0( K )*CST
N(K)=H(K)*CST
AR(K)=AR(K )SCST**2

CA(K)=AR(K)/tB(K)*M(K))

13 X(K)=SS*ST(K)
AM (K )=XK) *AR(K)

15 83(K)=(CoS*5(Kfl**3
IF (IAMD.GT.0) GO TO 31

16 DO 30 K=1.tKOS
IF (8(K).LE*O0*.CR&H(K)*LE*0.) GO TO 30

AC=CA(K)

RAT=0.S*B(K)lN(K)
TAR=I ./RAT
IF (RAT&LE*19) GO TO 23

SL=D .294S6*(2e-TAR)
GO TO 24
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23 SLuO.29456*(Z.-RAT)

24 UL=0e098I25*(RA"*TAA~*I0o)
If (CA(K)*GtoBL) GO TO 25
CA(K )zt8L+0.oO
GO TO 26

25 IF(CA(K)eLT.UL) GO TO 30
CA(K )*UL-0 .0001

26 WAITE(6*6081 ST(K)qAC9CA(K)
AR(K)=CA(K)*a(K)*gl(K)
AV(K)uX(K)*AR(Ki

30 CONTINUE
31 CONTINUE

WRITE(69600) (TITLE( J)*J-1912)
WA ITEf 6.60 93

00 35 K=19KOS
35 WRITE(69eO4) ST(K) .8(K) vH(K) .AR(K)*CA(K)

VOLUSIMPUNi(X*ARoNOS)
epms(4S)
M4Mal(PS)

CB*V OL/ ( PL*8M*HM)
AWXS IPUNIC Re*NOS 3
CWzAw/( 8PLSBP3
BOVZSIMPUN( E.AM*NOS)/VCL
COL=BCY/BPL

00 38 K=1.?-OS
38 SHe(K)x(X(K)-BCY)*B(K)

FLC=ISOYSIPPUN( X*SHI.NOSI/AW
CFL=FLC/BPL
VOL= VOL*2.

OLBS=RHG*VCL
OIP=SIMPUN CX,83,NOS) *0.666666?
TM=zVOL*RMC

BL-SPL/P-M
BT=BM/HM

DTCNS0DL3S/22 ).

WRITE(69600) ITITLE(J).J=A.12)
WRtYE(69610) 0PL*BM9HMsVOL9TM
WRITE(696123 OLBS*OTONS.AWtOIPC81 CW
WRITE(6*614) 80Y*CBL*FLC*CFL
WCýaTE(69CIS)
WRITC(69616)
WR ITE (6sa618)

VCLN=VOL/ (2 .*3PL**3)
00 40 K=1.hCS
O(Kk3BK)/ePL

40 tl(K)=H(J3/ePL
NFR=(CMAX-CM!N)/OOM+1 ,2
OMLGCI )0941N
033( 1)::).
A33(1~)z 3.

00 45 N=2*NFR
CMLG(h)=CMLG(N1-1 )+DO0
A33( N)=;.
833( N)&a.0

45 COKTINUE

IF ('AMO.GT*0) GO TO 56
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C^LL NILStNOSeMS*5T*DS*JFIC)
IF (JFK&EO*0) GO T0 I
DO 50 KmI@NOS

CALL ADMABt8(Kf*H(SO.CA(K))
DO 50 NxI9KFR
A3Nl=A NA(N)4OS(K)*ADMH(Nl

50 S33(N)zB33CN)*DS(K)*0AMI4(N)
DO 55 pNz1.NFR
A33( N)sA33(N)/(OiL'*( N)**2*VOLNO)

55 833(N)a833(N)/(OMLG(N)*VCLNdD)
GO TO 58

56 READ (5.506) (A33(N)9NzI9NFR)
READ (5.506) ia33(N)*Naz.NFR)

58 H2L=0.O2
W 5sH42L*P I
READ (5.510) NSwN

READ (59508) (HI3(M).N=l*NSWHP
READ (5.510) N4C

DO 100 NCD=1,NC
READ (5.508) 8P.OK*GK.EK*YLP*VL RG

IF (BP*EQ~ePL) 60 TO 60
RLz9P/8PL

OPL=BP
RL2wRL*RL

RL?-3 RL2 *RL
R 4=RL3*RL
VOL=VOL*RL3

j. AV=AW*RLZ

OIP=OIP*RL4
OLBSO=LBS*RL3
DTCNS=D (NS*RL3

TP=TM*RL3
Br.=BM*RL
HV=HM*RL

DK=D'-*RL
BK=B3K*RL

60 VOL1=VOL/Z.
TPGL=TM*SQRT (G/8PL)
YL8 Yl-/BM

YL2=YLe*2
SRLG=SQRT(BPL/G)
GD=DK-GK
OI=2 .*(CIP+YL2*AW)
RG2=RGSRG
RGL= RG/ YL

SEP=(2.*YL-814)/BM
TNI=RG2*TM

8626GK' OK
OP-Ol/ VOL
GM=BK,89M-GK
CRP= (OI/VOL-OG)*OLBS

0F V=OIP-SG*VOL 1
WR7TE(6.60)0) (TITLE( J) .Jzl.12)
WRITE(69620) 8PL.BL.BT.SEP.YLP.DK.GK.BG.GW.RGL .DTONS

WRITE(6*623) (H13(M)sM=194)

DO 80 N=1.NFq
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OM(N)=OU'LG(N)ZSRLG
OlW2sOM( N)**2
OM*=OM2*0M2
OP6UOM40OM £N)
WLxP1I2G/OM2
ILLa VLI1PL
wH2aH2L* WL

WHUD .5*NH2
ANG=PI2*YLIWL

FSARuNH2*RNG*SQRVC( (L*AW*EXP(-PWL*VOLI/AW)*SIN(ANG) )e*2 +

I (PWL*OFV*COS(ANG3)**2)
C~sTMI4V'LZ*A33(N) .TM

CNxYL2*833(N)*TMGL
PNIB=IFBAR/*SQRT( (CRM-CP*CM2)0*2*CN**2*0M2)
PHIBMASS(PNIel
PHIMPHI~i'WS

RACRa (PM I/WH) **2
RACA=RAOR*CM41: DO 70 MMlNSWH
SW CM -GI m*1/MffEXP( -233.6/(HS 3£ )**'*OM4) )
FbRCLL( N.V) RADA *Sw( N)

?0 FACC (NoM)*RAOA*SW(N)
80 WRITE(6.624) OMLG(N)*WLL*PI4I .OM(N).(SW(M),FROLL(N.M).FACC(N.M).I 1 MsI.4)

DO 85 M1.qNSW'H
E2=SIMPUN(CMFROLL( 1.N)*NFRI

ROEG(M)*SCRT(E2)0*0.*RAD

E2xSIMPUN(Cw. FACC(1*N)vNFR)
SREaSQRT(E2)*2*O
AOEG(PI) =SRE*RAO
AVG( MI=YLP*SRE/6

65AHG(M)=GD *SRE/G
85COkTINUE

WRITE(6*620) BPL.BL.ST.SEP.YLP.DK.GK.UG9GM.RGL.DTONS

r1001 .4)iN
GO TO 1

500 FCRMAT (12A6)
502 FCRMAT (5F9.39219)
504 FORMAT (4F9o4#19)
506 FORMAT (8F9.4)
506 FORMAT (OF9o3)
510 FORMAT (12)
600 FORMAT (59HI VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS ON A CATAMARAN IN BEAM SEA

IS - 912A6)
602 FORMAT (1H0/73M STATION DEAM (FT) DRAFT (PT) ARE

IA (FlU) AREA COEFF.
604 FORMAT (SF14.3)
606 FORMAT (lHO,22HSTATICN 10.0 NOT GIVEfJ)
606 FO0RMAT (IHO.IONSrATION = 9F9*496X*30MAREA COEFFICIENT CHANGED FROM

I *F10*492X*2HTO.2X.F10*4)
610 FORMAT (49HO RHO a WATER DENSITY a3.5905 LB-SEC2i#FT49 15X.

1 48MG a ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY a 32.1?4 FT/SEC2 fl 6X.
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2 49ML aLENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULsRS OF EACH HULL.1SX~lH-*
3 F10s3*3H FT It 6X9 S0OHO a FULL BEAM OF EACH HULL AT MIDSHAPS(

4STA*I0)91,K.1H.oF10.3*3H FT It 6X937"H = DRAFT (ML TO KEEL) AT

5MISDHIPSs 2?Xo1H=*F10.3.3H FT -01 6X9AGHYOL - VOLUME OF WATER OISP

6LACED BY BOTH "ULLS918X91H.eF10.0. 4H FT3 I/ OX. 44HM a TOTAL P

?ASS OF CATAMARAN a RHOQ * VOL*20X*lHa.F10.0.IIH LO-SEC2/FT )

612 FORMAT (61940 0 a DISPLACEMENT (GROSS WEIGHT) OF CATAMARAN a

I M C' Go 9X*!HuoFkO0. 6H Lb mo FZO*1.SH TONS/.' 6X.3SHAW aWATER

2PLANE AREA OF EACH HULL929X.9IH=.FIeO..H FT2 //O6X9 0594W -POPE

3NT OF INERTIA OF AN W/RESPECT TO LONG*AXIS OF MULL .FI@.oo.

4 4H4 FT4 // 6X* 55HCB - BLOCK COEFFICIENT OF EACH HULL a VCL/2.,

5(L*S*Hl.9X91Hm.F10.3// 6X. 5594CM - WATERPLANE COEFFICIENT OF EAC

6H4 HULL - AM/(L*B)99X91Hz9FIO93)

614 FORMAT (71940 LCO a LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF BUOYANCY (DISTANCE

IAFT OF FT) a.FI10*6.H FT a.F7o392H L t/ ?IN LCF a LONG!

2TUOINAL CENTER OF FLOTATION (DISTANCE AFT OF FP) SOFIO06.
3694 FT =*F?.3.294 L )

*615 FORMAT (60094 OK ~xVERTICAL DISTANCE FROM KEEL TO DECK AT MID
ISHIPS It 6994 8K aVERTICAL DISTANCE FROM KEEL TO CENTER OF

2BUCYANCY (Co8o)
616 FORMAT(68H0 GK aVERTICAL DISTANCE FROM KEEL TO CENTER OF GA

IAVITY (CoeG) //6x*5AHBG aVERTICAL DISTANCE FROM Co~e TO CoG.
2 GK - 09 It 6X. 5094MG METACENTRIC HEIGHT - OM + SK - G

3 It 6X9 65HLI - HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM CL OF CATAMARAN TO C

4L OF ONE HULL It 6X. 69HL2 - HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM CL OF CATA

5MARAN TO OUTER EDGE OF DECK to OK. 3aMSEP a9 HULL SEPARATION a (2

6 * LI) - 8 // 6X, 26HRG - rRANSVERSE GYAADIUS t/ 6X. 30HH913 0 51

7GNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT 6X O. ISHNL aWAVE LENGTH*10X*19HWH a WAW

SE AMPLITUOE.10X.AHMWS aWAVE SLOPE =2 3*314 S MH Z ML a 3*14tSO)

618 FORMAT (71940 W aWAVE FREQUENCY aFREQUENCY OF ENCOUNTER

(BEAM SEAS ONLY) It 6X*30PPHI = AMPLITUDE OF ROLL ANGLE tt 6X.

239HS(w) x SEA SPECTRUM (PIERSON-MOSKOWITZ, It 6X9

32O94RAOR*S x (PHI/WH)SO * S(M) 9 15X.
43OI4RAOA*S- (PHI'MW/MtH)S,3 * S(W)

62 ORMAT (128940 LIFT) L/8 /9 SEP/b L2(FT)

I DK(FT) GK(FT) OG(FT) GM(FT) RG/L1

622 FORMAT (1940)

623 FORMAT (1H0.3OX.A(7X.5lHH13 u.FS.1.94H FTe.AX) I 31X.4(2X923(1H-))I

113194 M(L/G) ML/L PHI/MS M(IlSEC) S(W) RAOR*S RAOA*S S(

2M! RADRSS RAOA*S S(W) RAOR*S RAOA*S S(W) RAGR*S RAG

3A*S )
624 FORMAT(F6e2.F7.2.FS.2.F9.3.IX.A(F9.3.2FS.4))

630 FORMAT I1HO.SX928HSIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT (F'T).2lX.AFIO.2 I
1 IH0.SX932HSIGNIFICANT ROLL ANGLE (DEGREES)917X94FlOo2 I

2 1H0.5X9AOHSIGNIFICANT ROLL ACCELERATION (DEG/SEC2).9X.AFIO.2/

3 1H0.5X.26HS16NeVERTICAL ACCo I G ( .F6o1.12M FT FROM CL). SK

4 *4FIOo3 I IHO.SX.26HSIGN. HORIZ* ACCo I G s Fool.

5 1794 FT ABOVE VCG) 9 AFIO*31
END
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